
Finger Driver

**About Finger Driver**

Finger Driver is an entertaining arcade game created by the popular game developer Ketchapp.

Players have to drive a small car over winding roads and reach the highest possible score.

In Finger Driver you drive a small car over winding roads. The vehicle is controlled by means of a

virtual steering wheel, which is located at the bottom of the screen. Since Finger Driver is a so-

called high score game, your goal is to achieve the highest possible score. If your car rams the

side walls of the track, the game is over for you. On your way to the high score, you can also

collect crystals that can be used later in the game for the purchase of example new vehicles.

**Finger Driver - Features:**

- Drive curvy tracks: Finger Driver is an arcade racing game in which you have to drive a small car

over a winding race track. You control your car with the help of a virtual steering wheel, which is

located in the middle of the lower edge of the screen. The control is initially getting used to, but

once you get the hang of it, the vehicle's controls work smoothly. Your goal is to keep the car on

the track for as long as possible. If you accidentally hit one of the side walls of the racetrack, the

game is over for you and you have to start over. The longer you succeed in keeping your car on the

track, the more points you score.

- Collect crystals: There are always crystals on the racetrack that you should collect at best. With

these crystals, you can buy e.g. new vehicles or helpful power-ups.

- Daily bonus: Regular play is worth it. If you play every day, you get great bonuses, mostly in the

form of crystals.

- Complete missions: In the game, there are also various missions available that provide even

more fun and variety. In these missions, you have to complete special tasks, such as driving 100

meters in a row or achieving a certain score. If you complete a mission successfully, you win

crystals.

Conclusion: Finger Driver is an entertaining arcade game that requires a little practice at the

beginning. But once you get the hang of it, you can enjoy a fast-paced and tricky racing game in

the best Ketchapp style.


